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In June 2022, the Department for Work & Pensions (DWP) 
launched a call for evidence to explore the support trust-
based DC savers need to help them make informed decisions 
about accessing their pension savings (the window for 
feedback closed on 25 July 2022).

Pension choices  
at retirement 

Drawing on FCA research, the DWP believes savers choose 
the “path of least resistance” when seeking to access their 
pension because they are unable to understand the options 
available to them nor to make informed choices. 

As a result, the call for evidence looks at the support and 
decumulation products currently on offer to savers and 
what could (and should) be offered to trust-based DC 
savers in the future. 

It follows a series of reports and studies from policy 
makers, governmental bodies and regulators, which look at 
the impact of the pension freedoms and identifies that 
savers need more support in how to use their pensions 
savings:

1. Retirement Outcomes Review (2018)
In 2018, the FCA’s Retirement Outcomes Review 
investigated how consumers and providers were 
responding to the pension freedoms and identified 
emerging issues that may cause consumer harm.

The review found that the pension freedoms have 
significantly changed the way consumers access their pots: 
drawdown has become much more popular than 
annuities; many consumers buy drawdown without taking 
financial advice; and due to mistrust in pensions, the 
majority of consumers invest or save the money they 
withdraw. 

As a result, the FCA introduced a range of requirements for 
personal pension schemes, including: 

 – “Wake-up” packs sent earlier and more frequently (i.e. 
at age 50 and every 5 years thereafter), and those at 
age 50 limited to a single page summary and risk 
warnings

 – changes to “wake-up” pack reminders to include a 
clear, prominent recommendation to use the pensions 
guidance and a statement that appointments with 
Pension Wise are available

 – requirements for a Key Features Illustration to have a 
front-page summary of key information, including a 
one year single charge figure in pounds and pence

 – introduction of Investment Pathways to help non-
advised drawdown consumers choose investments 
that better align with their objectives for retirement

 – ensuring non-advised consumers entering drawdown 
only invest mainly in cash if they take an active 
decision to do so

 – ensuring consumers in decumulation are provided 
annual information on all cost and charges they have 
paid expressed in pounds and pence

Following these changes, there is a potential “disparity” 
between the communications, support and options offered 
to DC members of personal pension schemes (contract-
based schemes regulated by the FCA) and occupational 
pension schemes (trust-based schemes regulated by TPR) 
and the DWP is looking to align policy with the FCA.
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https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/helping-savers-understand-their-pension-choices/helping-savers-understand-their-pension-choices
https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/market-studies/retirement-outcomes-review


2. PLSA’s final recommendations on DC 
decumulation (2020)
In 2020, the PLSA published its final recommendations for 
DC decumulation to give more support to savers who do 
not engage with their options, enable the development of 
suitable products and help manage risks for savers and 
schemes. 

The PLSA recommended that the DWP introduces a new 
statutory obligation for schemes to support their members 
with decumulation decisions. 

The statutory obligation would consist of three elements: 
(i) engagement and communications; (ii) providing or 
signposting to decumulation products (either in-scheme or 
elsewhere); and (iii) governance processes relating to the 
design, selection and delivery of decumulation products. 

The communications and engagement process would 
signpost the saver to a preferred decumulation solution on 
an “opt-in” basis with a default investment strategy for 
those who do not engage at all (i.e. decumulation does not 
commence). 

3. FCA and TPR call for input on the 
pensions consumer journey (2021)
In 2021, the Pensions Regulator (TPR) and FCA conducted 
a call for input on how best to engage consumers so they 
can make informed decisions that lead to better pension 
saving outcomes. 

TPR’s response to feedback identified two main areas for 
improvement with the consumer journey: improving 
communications to savers; and making sure they are 
enabled to make good decisions through guidance or 
regulated advice. 

4. WPC’s report on accessing pension 
savings (2022)
In January 2022, the Work and Pensions Select Committee, 
published a report on accessing pension savings, which 
found that (amongst other things):
 

 – more people would benefit from greater use of the 
pension freedoms by taking a combination of 
annuities, lump sums and drawdown but these require 
a personal recommendation (which savers are 
unwilling to pay for)

 – the pension advice allowance of £500 is underutilised 
and requires overhaul 

 – there is a need for enhanced and tailored pensions 
guidance (which does not constitute a 
recommendation and stray into a regulated activity) 

 – the Government’s midlife MOT (providing free midlife 
financial support about work, wellbeing and money) 
requires improvement 

 – collective defined contribution (“CDC”) schemes 
would pay an income in retirement which means that 
members do not have to make complex financial 
decisions at the point of retirement 

 – there has been significant interest in the suitability of 
investment pathways for members of occupational 
pension schemes
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https://www.plsa.co.uk/Portals/0/Documents/Policy-Documents/2020/DC-Decumulation-Final-Recommendations-Oct-2020.pdf
https://www.plsa.co.uk/Portals/0/Documents/Policy-Documents/2020/DC-Decumulation-Final-Recommendations-Oct-2020.pdf
https://www.thepensionsregulator.gov.uk/en/document-library/consultations/call-for-input-pensions-consumer-journey/pensions-consumer-journey-feedback-statement
https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/8514/documents/86189/default/


Our views on the  
call for evidence 
Taking all of these developments, the DWP’s latest call for 
evidence is strategically important for the pensions industry 
and comes at a time when individuals are starting to 
approach retirement with DC benefits only without the 
safety net and guaranteed income of a DB pension. Whilst 
savers need to be better informed about their retirement 
options (and have access to more sophisticated and 
tailored support), it is important they consider pensions as 
part of their financial planning, rather than in isolation, and 
far earlier in life. 

In our view, there is a significant disconnect between the 
“hands off” approach required of savers in the 
accumulation phase (particularly if their pots are invested in 
a default arrangement) and the “hands-on” approach 
required of savers “at-retirement” and into decumulation. 
In most cases, savers will need to transfer their benefits in 
order to access drawdown services, which can incur 
transition costs and misalignment of investment strategy 
pre- and post-retirement. 

In an ideal world, we would like to see more schemes offer 
“in-scheme” drawdown to ensure simplicity of 
communication and a seamless journey to and through 
retirement for members. However, we recognise this is not 
commercially practicable for the majority of employers 
who do not want the costs or governance burden of 
operating a retirement vehicle for former employees. The 
obvious alternative is for employers (often, in conjunction 
with their trustees) to provide access to drawdown services 
for their employees elsewhere and master trusts are 
becoming a popular destination. Where employers (and 
trustees) provide these services, they should ensure that 
members can move seamlessly to the master trust without 
hidden costs and understand the shift in responsibility away 
from the trustees of the ceding scheme. 

In this regard, we are supportive of the PLSA’s proposals for 
schemes to offer a preferred drawdown provider on an 
“opt-in” basis. 

Given savers need to make pragmatic, informed and 
complex decisions at-retirement that they have not 
needed to make previously, it is highly likely they will need 
access to financial advice. However, the proportion of 
savers who take advice is staggeringly low for various 
reasons, including costs, trust and lack of understanding of 
the services available. Levels of engagement can still 
remain low even if schemes offer savers access to financial 
advice through a retained panel of IFAs – but this is 
definitely a step in the right direction. When operated 
properly, our view is that trustees and employers taking this 
approach are actually less exposed to risk than if they 
simply turn their members over to fend for themselves in a 
variable and expensive IFA market. 

Whilst we wait to see the true impact of the stronger nudge 
to Pension Wise, there is a risk that it comes too late in the 
retirement journey and inundates members with 
paperwork, which may fuel disengagement and undermine 
the policy intention. 

There needs to be consistent, uniform and periodic support 
for savers from age 40 to and through retirement. We are 
supportive of the midlife MOT, a Government initiative 
aimed at employers to help their employees plan for 
retirement, but this is no substitute for savers receiving a 
clear recommendation based on their personal 
circumstances and having access to innovative products 
that enable them to spend, save and consolidate 
concurrently in retirement.
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Pensions 
Dashboard
The Pensions Regulator has issued detailed new guidance 
on trustees’ and scheme managers’ obligations in relation 
to connection to the pensions dashboard. Some 
noteworthy practical points for the DC industry include:

 – the guidance is based on the draft DWP regulations 
and therefore may change if the final version of the 
regulations is materially different or if there are any 
significant points arising from the standards currently 
being developed by MaPS and PDP

 – compliance with the dashboard regulations is a trustee 
responsibility and cannot simply be delegated to the 
scheme administrators or other service providers 
(although TPR emphasises that it has power to issue 
compliance notices and penalties to third parties, such 
as administrators, employers and integrated service 
providers, if they cause non-compliance)

 – TPR is planning to consult on a separate dashboards 
compliance and enforcement policy in the autumn

 – possibly the most useful item in the guidance is a 
preparation checklist, which details over 20 separate 
actions and TPR’s view of when these need to be 
completed. A material number of items are marked 
“ASAP”; and for schemes who will be first to connect in 
June 2023 (which includes all authorised DC master 
trusts), an equally worrying number are marked as “6 
to 12 months before deadline”

 – there is also a useful anticipated timeline of further 
developments in the run-up to the “go live” date, 
which pulls together various different workstreams 
which are the responsibility of (respectively) DWP, PDP, 
TPR and FRC

 – alongside the guidance, TPR is also launching a major 
communications campaign, which will include 
individual letters to all schemes at least 12 months 
before their proposed connection deadline

In addition, the DWP on 14 July 2022 published the 
response to its January 2022 consultation on draft 
pensions dashboards regulations for occupational pension 
schemes (albeit we are still waiting for the revised 
regulations and other dashboard-related materials). There 
are some helpful tweaks to the original proposals but 
dashboards will proceed largely as planned. The headline 
changes for DC schemes are:

 – the staging deadlines for the first two cohorts (master 
trusts and money purchase auto-enrolment schemes 
with 20,000+ relevant members) are delayed by two 
months 

 – there are changes to the way hybrid scheme staging 
dates (including for hybrid master trusts) are assessed

 – there are no new circumstances in which schemes can 
apply to defer their staging date

 – schemes have up to a year (rather than just three 
months) to provide value data for new members

There is more information in our speedbrief 
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https://www.thepensionsregulator.gov.uk/en/trustees/contributions-data-and-transfers/dashboards-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/pensions-dashboards-consultation-on-the-draft-pensions-dashboards-regulations-2022/outcome/government-response-draft-pensions-dashboards-regulations-2022
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/pensions-dashboards-consultation-on-the-draft-pensions-dashboards-regulations-2022
https://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/global/en/what/articles/index.page?ArticleID=en/Pensions/pensions-dashboards-1907


A consequence of auto enrolment (“AE”) is that many 
individuals don’t engage with their pension and move jobs 
without considering it. This has led to an increase in the 
number of small deferred pension pots - there could be as 
many as 27 million small pots (under £2000) by 2030.1 

The small pots problem has long been recognised with 
“pot follows member” provisions in the Pensions Act 2014. 
These provisions have still not been implemented – 
perhaps partly because of the complexities. Any solution to 
resolve small pots must work for trust and contract based 
pensions and combine ‘push’ solutions, allowing pension 
providers to consolidate pots; and ‘pull’ solutions, allowing 
pension savers to find and consolidate pots more easily on 
their own.

The Small Pots Cross-Industry Co-Ordination Group (set 
up and funded by the pensions industry with regulator 
input) has two aims: (i) to reduce the future proliferation of 
small DC pension pots with their detrimental effect on 
member value for money; and (ii) to reduce the existing 
stock of such small pots that has already been built up. The 
Group published its first report in September 2021 and 
most recently, a Spring 2022 Report.

These reports identify the following issues and points of 
principle:

 – significant administrative issues, such as identifying 
and matching savers with their pots and issues with 
data quality. In theory, the introduction of the pensions 
dashboards should alleviate this issue by allowing 
people to access all their pensions information 
(including the state pension) in a single place online

 – low-cost transfers are essential to small pot 
consolidation models - any loss of pot value in 
automated transfer processes would undermine the 
potential benefits of consolidation

 – member-led consolidation is unlikely to materially 
impact and reduce the numbers. Even with intense 
consumer advertising on consolidation, people are not 
proactive in moving deferred pension pots. 
Consequently, a market-wide automatic transfer 
solution is seen as the key solution to the issue

1  https://www.pensionspolicyinstitute.org.uk/media/3545/20200723- 
 deferred-members-final-report-for-the-website.pdf. 

The group has considered 3 possible 
automatic transfer options:

1. Pot-follows-member: under this approach, a 
pension pot follows a member to their new 
employer unless they opt out. This was the model 
identified in the original 2014 legislation.

2.  Multiple default consolidator: this uses a similar 
approach to option 1 where multiple deferred small 
pots are moved to a consolidator.

3.  Member exchange model operating to consolidate 
between master trusts: the concept of Member 
Exchange is to identify members with a small inactive 
pot in one master trust and an active pot in another 
master trust and to transfer the inactive pot into the 
active pot. 

Legislation would be needed to implement the 
automatic transfer frameworks. 

There is still significant work to do around identifying 
which pots and schemes should be in scope and how 
to implement the structural changes required to 
support the member exchange model in particular. 

Although member exchange doesn’t strictly require 
legislation, it poses other issues. Initial enthusiasm for 
this solution has been dampened after a number of 
complex legal issues were identified, including data 
protection and member interests. We were involved in 
supporting various industry groups in identifying and 
seeking to resolve these issues and we will continue to 
keep you updated on progress. 

Small  
pots
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https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/Ft1WCQ0WvFg5xgXHrSjRw?domain=urldefense.com
https://www.abi.org.uk/globalassets/files/publications/public/lts/2022/small-pots-co-ordination-group-spring-2022-report.pdf
https://www.pensionspolicyinstitute.org.uk/media/3545/20200723-deferred-members-final-report-for-the-website.pdf
https://www.pensionspolicyinstitute.org.uk/media/3545/20200723-deferred-members-final-report-for-the-website.pdf


In our winter edition of DC practical notes, we highlighted 
some of the conditions that must be satisfied under the 
Occupational and Personal Pension Schemes (Conditions 
for Transfers) Regulations 2021 (the “Transfer Regulations”) 
before a member has a statutory right to take a cash 
equivalent transfer from a personal or occupational 
pension scheme. Some eight months on, trustees and 
providers, along with their scheme’s administrators, are still 
grappling with the new requirements and in particular 
whether ‘incentives’ provided by some arrangements are a 
red flag for the purposes of the Transfer Regulations.

An ‘incentive’ is defined under the Transfer Regulations as 
including an offer of (i) one or more free pension reviews; 
(ii) access to some or all of the member’s pension savings 
before they attain NMPA; (iii) a savings advance or cashback 
from their pension savings. Because the definition of 
“incentives” is not exhaustive and the Transfer Regulations 
are widely drafted, there is a risk that any ‘offer’ which 
influences a member to transfer their benefits to that 
arrangement would be a red flag. If there is a red flag then 
the member does not have a statutory right to transfer and 
therefore the trustees (and administrator) cannot authorise 
their request. 

This has resulted in the rejection of a number of transfer 
requests to well-established and regulated arrangements 
on the basis that the initiatives they offer to members to 
transfer their benefits have been classed as incentives and 
therefore a red flag. To others, these initiatives are simply 
normal industry practice and the industry has therefore 
tried to seek clarity on the position. This led to the DWP 
and the Regulator issuing a joint statement on 5 July 2022 
where they confirmed that the intention of the Transfer 
Regulations was not to ‘impose additional burdens on 
schemes or administrators, or to impact on standard 
business practices’. 

Whilst we think the statement is helpful, it is not sufficiently 
definitive to mitigate the risk of trustees (or their 
administrators) operating outside of the legal parameters if 
they proceed. Given how widely the legislation is phrased, 
in our view, trustees should continue to proceed with 
caution and treat transfers to an arrangement that offers 
any ‘incentive’ to transfer as a red flag until such time as the 
law has been updated.

Trustees may therefore wish to consider adopting an 
alternative process under which such transfers are dealt 
with via a non-statutory transfer route (assuming the 
scheme’s rules allow for this). The Regulator’s guidance 
has been updated to helpfully clarify that some incentives 
being offered could be considered normal industry 
practice. In these circumstances, we think there is room for 
trustees to carry out appropriate due diligence and 
conclude that the transfer is low risk and so can go ahead 
on a non-statutory basis. This is not risk free but little is with 
the Transfer Regulations.

Transfers  
and incentives

From 1st October 2022 trustees and managers 
producing annual benefit statements for DC schemes 
used for auto enrolment purposes will need to ensure 
that all content is contained within a 2 page annual 
benefit statement. Following a review of auto 
enrolment, existing statements were found to be too 
long and complicated and this caused a barrier to 
member understanding. The new format is designed to 
make it clear to members how much they have saved, 
what this might become at retirement, what they can 
do with this and how they can give themselves more 
money at retirement. 

The existing requirements continue so these new 
requirements are additional and will require careful 
planning for affected schemes. There are many 
decisions to be taken on how to implement the reforms 
whilst maintaining scheme branding and identity. 
Schemes will still be able to use their own design and 
wording but must ensure that the statements are clear, 
concise and jargon free in keeping with the intention to 
engage members. 

Simpler 
annual benefit 
statement
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https://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/documents/services/Pensions/dc-practical-notes-jan22.pdf
https://www.thepensionsregulator.gov.uk/en/media-hub/press-releases/2022-press-releases/dwp-and-tpr-joint-statement-on-transfer-regulations
https://www.thepensionsregulator.gov.uk/en/document-library/scheme-management-detailed-guidance/administration-detailed-guidance/dealing-with-transfer-requests


Investment 
developments
Portfolio alignment metric 
From 1 October 2022, authorised DC master trusts and 
larger occupational pension schemes (with assets in 
excess of £1 billion) will need to calculate and report an 
additional “portfolio alignment” metric. Please see our 
recent Speedbrief for further detail. 

Stewardship reporting
The DWP has recently published guidance for trustees on 
stewardship reporting through the Statement of 
Investment Principles (SIP) and the Implementation 
Statements (IS). 

The guidance is split into statutory guidance, which applies 
to Implementation Statements for any scheme year ending 
on or after 1 October 2022 and non-statutory guidance, 
which focusses on stewardship reporting in SIPs and 
applies from 17 June 2022 (the date of publication). 

The guidance explicitly confirms that TPR is the primary 
audience for the SIP and Implementation Statements. 
While this is sensible (investment disclosures are becoming 
too detailed, granular and technical to be member-facing), 
it does suggest TPR will scrutinise SIPs and ISs more 
heavily going forward. 

It also potentially opens the door for the DWP to confirm 
that other documents which are said to be for members 
– such as Chair’s Statements – are, in fact, primarily aimed 
at the Regulator. Please see our recent Speedbrief for 
further detail. 

Action: integrate statutory guidance into 
governance processes

The statutory guidance will apply to next year’s 
Implementation Statement (i.e. it is “live” from 1 October 
2022 and applies to Implementation Statements for 
scheme years ending on or after 1 October 2022).

However, this does not mean that trustees (and their 
investment consultants and managers) can simply ignore 
the statutory guidance until next year. Implementation 
statements are “backward-looking” and in a similar vein to 
Chair’s Statements, trustees must report compliance with 
legal requirements during the previous scheme year. 
Unless trustees take action now to embed the statutory 
guidance into their governance, stewardship and reporting 
processes, there is a risk they will be unable to fully comply 
with the guidance next year. 

As an example, the statutory guidance says trustees should 
explain in the Implementation Statement whether the 
voting undertaken on their behalf reflects their voting 
policy (or, if they use their asset manager’s voting policy, 
they should summarise how it reflects the trustees’ 
stewardship priorities). Therefore, trustees will need to set 
clear expectations of their asset managers now to ensure 
they carry out voting and engagement activity in line with 
trustees’ investment beliefs and stewardship priorities 
(which includes trustees’ view of what constitutes a “most 
significant vote”). 

The statutory guidance also says trustees should explain 
why they consider a vote is significant, what the vote was, 
and why they or the investment manager (on their behalf) 
voted in the way they did. To be able to report with this 
level of granularity next year, trustees will need to take 
ownership for voting carried out on their behalf, challenge 
their managers’ engagement and voting practices and 
consider setting “expression of wish” forms. These are a 
form of communication, similar to sharing a policy or 
client preference, through which trustees set out the 
issues that they expect their investment managers to 
consider.
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https://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/global/en/what/articles/index.page?ArticleID=en%2FPensions%2Fportfolio-alignment&utm_source=vuture&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=vuture-emails
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/climate-and-investment-reporting-setting-expectations-and-empowering-savers/outcome/reporting-on-stewardship-and-other-topics-through-the-statement-of-investment-principles-and-the-implementation-statement-statutory-and-non-statutory
https://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/global/en/what/articles/index.page?ArticleID=en%2FPensions%2Fportfolio-alignment&utm_source=vuture&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=vuture-emails


Our top 5 ESG stories 
There have been several significant developments in the 
ESG space over the last quarter which will be relevant to 
DC schemes. Here is our pick of the top 5 stories: 

1. TPR’s approach to climate reporting 
In June 2022, TPR published a blog on climate reporting. 
TPR expects around 100 schemes to publish their first 
TCFD reports in the coming months. It proposes to review 
the reports and provide high-level observations and 
feedback to those schemes caught by the TCFD 
requirements. This includes all authorised master trusts. 
The review will also inform trustees and advisers of smaller 
schemes not in scope but who wish to improve their 
management of the climate-related risks and 
opportunities.

TPR does not anticipate it will be necessary to issue any 
penalty notices to trustees of schemes that publish their 
TCFD reports in the first wave, other than where the report 
has not been published. It will apply the lessons learned 
from its review to its regulatory oversight of the second 
wave of TCFD reporting for £1 billion+ schemes from 1 
October 2022.

2. Living Wage AGM
On 7 July 2022, investors voted at the UK’s first Living Wage 
shareholder resolution brought by ShareAction at an AGM 
of a FTSE 100 company. 

The resolution was backed by several large asset managers 
in the industry. Whilst the resolution fell short of the 75% 
required to pass the resolution, it shows the evolution of 
social factors in responsible investment. 

3. Carbon pricing
The UN-convened Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance 
(NZAOA) has published a position paper on Governmental 
carbon pricing. The NZAOA believes well-designed carbon 
pricing provides a broad incentive for decarbonisation and 
is necessary to achieve net zero investment portfolio by 
2050. Carbon pricing curbs greenhouse gas emissions by 
placing a fee on emitting or offering an incentive for 
emitting less. 

Emission trading systems (ETS) and carbon taxes are the 
two main types of explicit carbon pricing. ETS’s set a fixed 
limit on the total volume of GHG emissions generated by 
regulated industries in a jurisdiction. Firms can choose to 

reduce their own emissions or buy allowances from other 
firms on a secondary market created to trade allowances, 
which establishes a market price for emissions. Carbon 
taxes require companies to pay a fixed price for every 
tonne of GHG they emit. 

The NZAOA has proposed the following principles: 

 – ensure appropriate coverage and ambition: more 
policymakers should consider implementing carbon 
prices that are legally binding and set in line with 
science-based evidence (as of 2021, less than 5% of 
global GHG emissions were covered by a carbon price 
that is consistent with reaching a 1.5C target)

 – deliver a just transition: policymakers should design 
carbon pricing instruments to compensate for the shift 
in economic activities driven by carbon pricing 

 – provide a predictable price signal: certainty over the 
broad trajectory of carbon prices allows for a planned 
and orderly transition to a low-carbon economy (both 
carbon taxes and ETS caps provide this type of 
certainty)

 – minimise competition distortion by avoid carbon 
leakage (i.e. companies moving production to a 
jurisdiction without carbon pricing (or with a lower 
carbon price) to reduce their carbon costs)

 – promote international co-operation to encourage 
robust (and consistent) carbon pricing
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https://blog.thepensionsregulator.gov.uk/2022/06/10/reporting-on-climate-a-challenge-but-an-opportunity/
https://www.unepfi.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/NZAOA_Governmental-Carbon-Pricing.pdf
https://www.unepfi.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/NZAOA_Governmental-Carbon-Pricing.pdf


4. Voting and engagement
In a September 2021 report, the Taskforce on Pension 
Scheme Voting Implementation recommended that all 
fund managers should voluntarily offer pooled fund 
investors the opportunity to set expressions of wish on 
request (see our previous edition of DC Practical Notes.
Following this recommendation, the Occupational 
Stewardship Council (“OPSC”) has published a report 
“Driving change through the voting chain”, which 
summarises feedback from 44 of the largest asset 
managers operating in the UK on the voting options they 
offer clients. 

The report focusses on delegation of voting to asset 
managers in pooled funds and the ability and openness of 
asset managers to allow client voting. 15 of the 
respondents (41%) say they leave it up to clients to identify 
discrepancies between the asset manager policies and 
their own, while 13 (35%) say they are able to report 
misalignment to clients if requested. 

We expect these practices to improve in light of the DWP’s 
encouraging trustees to take responsibility for engagement 
activity carried out by managers on their behalf, and to 
ensure alignment and consistency between trustees’ and 
managers’ policies and practices. 

5. PRI’s Diversity, Equity and  
Inclusion DDQ 
PRI has launched a diversity, equity and inclusion DDQ for 
institutional investors, including pension schemes. 
DEI is gathering momentum and is now a fundamental 
component for each aspect of “ESG”. The DDQ is designed 
to help institutional investors understand how investment 
managers and investment consultants approach DEI within 
their own organisations, through their investment activities 
or the manager research process. 

The DDQ mirrors the components of the TCFD framework: 
governance, strategy, risk management and metrics and 
targets. As an example of the DDQs for each section: 

 – governance: Which role / committee(s) within the 
organisation has ultimate responsibility for DEI?

 – strategy: Does the organisation make its workplace 
inclusive? 

 – risk management: Does the organisation have 
procedures to respond to reported breaches of its  
DEI policies?

 – metrics and targets: Does the organisation track and / 
or disclose DEI metrics?

The DWP announced on 15 July 2022  
its plans to establish a taskforce to help 
pension schemes incorporate social 
factors in their investments. More to 
come on this from a DC perspective in 
our next edition of DC Practical Notes.

Stop the 
press.....
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